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 Top Higgs Yukawa couplings with CP violation

 Helicity amplitudes: ub > dth and db > uth for pp>t+h+j

                                    db > uth and ub > dt h for pp>t+h+j

 Single top/anti-top + Higgs event distributions 

 Azymuthal asymmetry Aȹ (Aȹ)  in pp > t+h+j (t+h+j) events

 Top (anti-top) polarisation P2 (P2) in pp > t+h+j (t+h+j) events

 Summary
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LHC searches and Constraints

CMS:JHEP07(2023)092

ATLAS:ttH+tH, H>bb
arXiv:2303.05974

CMS:ttH+tH, H>ls/rr/ZZ
JHEP07(2023)092

11°+52-73



Top Yukawa coupling
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change the sign of Yukawa coupling

In the SM, strong destructive 
interference  between  the  htt 
and hWW amplitudes.

Gauge invariant Lagrangian with 
dimension six operator in SMEFT:  kappa framework

Preserving 
unitarity

W.Stirling, D.Summers, Phys.Lett.B283(1992)411-415
G.Bordes,B.van Eijk, Phys.Lett.B299(1993)315-320



ub > dth amplitudes
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common to both diagrams



Amplitudes (full process u b > d t h)
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Q and W distribution

WL is dominant in low Q (Q<100 GeV) and large W (W>400 GeV)
WT is significant in large Q (Q>100 GeV) and small W (W<400 GeV)

invariant momentum transfer of the virtual W+

the invariant mass of the th system
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Asymmetry is large at small W & large Q  (WT is comparable to WL)
                     small at large W & small Q  (WL dominates over WT)

asymmetry

pp > thj pp > thj
_

Azimuthal angle distribution



Azimuthal asymmetry Aȹ
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|M+(ub > dth)|2  v.s.|M—(db > uth)|2
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Top Polarization (mixed state)

where the phase space integration can be restricted. For an arbitrary kinematical 

distributions,                                        , the polarisation density matrix is defined as     

For general mixed state, we introduce differential cross section matrix 

The 3-vector P =(P1,P2,P3) gives the general polarisation of the top quark. The 

magnitude P = |P| gives the degree of polarisation (P=1 for 100% polarization, P=0 

for no polarisation ). The orientation gives the direction of the top quark spin in the 

top rest frame.

We find P lies in the W+b>th scattering plane in the SM (xi=0). Polarisation 

orthogonal to the production plane P2 appears for nonzero xi. The sign of P2  

determines the sign of xi.
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Top Polarization and anti-top polarisation P =(P1,P2,P3)

We find large |P2| when cosɵ*<0, positive for t and negative for tbar. We therefore 
examine P2 for events with  cosɵ*<0 in the next slides.
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Polarization P2 of top and anti-top
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CP

In thj and thj production at the LHC, longitudinal contributions (W±(ƛ=0)) dominate. 

CP

-
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Expected number of events @ HL-LHC

✓✓
✓✓

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

•t>blv mode for CP sensitivity  (t vs. t)-

•h decay should not have neutrinos to determine t(t) frame.-

0.0051

✓

✓
✓

✓

•For a few percent asymmetry measurement, h> bb is necessary
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Summary
Single top+Higgs production is an ideal probe of the top Yukawa coupling 
because the htt and hWW amplitudes interfere strongly.

Azimuthal asymmetry between the u>dW+ emission and the W+b>th 
production planes probes the sign of CP violating phase.

Polarization can be measured by using the density matrix.

    

We find significant asymmetry reaching Aȹ ~+8%(th),-10%(th), whereas 
P2~+18% (th), -15% (th) for xi=0.1pi. All the asymmetries change sign if xi is 
negative.

_
_

Polarization perpendicular to the scattering plane measures the relative 
phase between the two helicity amplitudes
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